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i bust the windows out your car glee download mp3golkes ghana musical film lorimer transfer i bust
the windows out your car 2012Q: TSQL - Multiple ORDER BY in a query? Is it possible to use ORDER
BY for both the GROUP BY and for the DISTINCT statements? This works, but is expensive: SELECT
DISTINCT id, [Name] AS [Name], [Address], [Phone] FROM people ORDER BY id, [Name] ASC This
is ok, but is slightly more expensive: SELECT id, [Name] AS [Name], [Address], [Phone] FROM
people GROUP BY id, [Name] ORDER BY id, [Name] ASC This is ok, but is slightly more expensive:
SELECT id, [Name] AS [Name], [Address], [Phone] FROM people GROUP BY id, [Name] ORDER BY
[Name] ASC This is ok, but is slightly more expensive: SELECT id, [Name] AS [Name], [Address],
[Phone] FROM people GROUP BY id, [Name] ORDER BY id, [Name] ASC My second worry is that the
first query does not become part of the normal execution plan, so the second is much more
expensive to execute. A: If there isn't a key/unique constraint, a sort order is not guaranteed. A:
Remember that ORDER BY puts an ORDER BY clause into the execution plan. If it is absolutely
unavoidable for the execution plan to be different depending on the order you use the DISTINCT
then it would be better to make the query itself as generic as possible. For example, if you know you
are going to be running the query with "id, [Name] ASC" then you could rewrite the query to be:
SELECT id, [Name] AS [Name], [Address], [Phone] FROM people GROUP
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